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Parametric Factor Strategies Methodology
Parametric Factor Strategies are designed to provide cost-efficient and
risk-controlled exposures to popular factors—such as dividend yield, value,
quality, momentum, and low volatility—through transparent, rules-based
portfolio construction. Introducing a systematic bias toward these factors has
been found to deliver an attractive risk-return profile, but it also introduces
additional turnover, which may erode some of that return. Parametric’s
approach to factor-based investing is designed to help clients keep more of
their investment return through turnover mitigation, active risk controls, and
systematic tax management when applicable.
Parametric uses an optimization process to construct the portfolio in a risk-efficient
way by controlling unintended factor exposures. This ensures that exposure to the
desired factors is the primary driver of tracking error. As part of this optimization
process, we institute constraints versus the market-cap universe to prevent the
introduction of unintended sector, security, or country concentration. Parametric
Factor Strategies are implemented in separately managed accounts, which allows
for additional customization, including tax management.
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Product availability
Parametric offers five stand-alone single-factor strategies, each with a US and a
developed international version, for a total of 10 single-factor strategies. Parametric
also offers two standardized multifactor blends: value/size/profitability (VSP) and value/
momentum/profitability (VMP). Clients can blend together various single-factor strategies
to create their own multifactor strategy.
Factor-based strategies
Single-factor strategies
Dividend yield
Value
Quality
Momentum
Low volatility
Multifactor strategies
Value/momentum/profitability (VMP)
Value/size/profitability (VSP)

Asset classes
US large/mid, world ex-US large/mid
US large/mid, world ex-US large/mid
US large/mid, world ex-US large/mid
US large/mid, world ex-US large/mid
US large/mid, world ex-US large/mid

US large/mid, US small, world ex-US large/mid
US broad market

Construction methodology
The starting investment universe is the S&P Global Broad Market Index (BMI), subject to liquidity and
capacity constraints. The eligible universes for the various asset classes are generated as follows:
• US large/mid-cap: The eligible universe is the top 90% of the capitalization of the S&P US BMI,
which is determined at the time of annual reconstitution.
• US small-cap: The eligible universe is the bottom 10% of the capitalization of the S&P US BMI,
which is determined at the time of annual reconstitution.
• World ex-US large/mid-cap: The eligible universe is stocks in the S&P Global BMI that are
designated as large-cap or mid-cap from countries in the MSCI World ex-US Index. Typically 85%
of the capitalization of each country should be represented in the large/mid-cap universe.
We exclude stocks with any of the following attributes from the eligible universes:
• K1 issuers
• Price below $1.50
• Average daily volume below $100,000
• Spreads above 200 basis points
• Eaton Vance stock (parent company of Parametric)
Each factor strategy is represented by a model portfolio, which is constructed through an
optimization process. The optimization objective for each model portfolio is to maximize exposure
to the target factor, subject to constraints on unintended factors, country, currency, and sector
exposures. This results in a pure expression of the targeted factor with a predicted tracking error to
the cap-weighted benchmark of 3% to 6%, depending on the factor. Parametric uses MSCI Barra
risk data and factors as descriptors in our optimization process. See Appendix A for more details.
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Single-factor models
Value: Deliver high exposure to stocks that have low prices relative to their fundamental value.
Quality: Deliver high exposure to stocks that are characterized by high profitability, stable
earnings, and low leverage.
Momentum: Deliver high exposure to stocks exhibiting recent relative outperformance.
Dividend yield: Deliver high exposure to companies with high dividend yield.
Low volatility: Deliver a portfolio with lower volatility than its benchmark.
Multifactor models
Value/momentum/profitability (VMP): Deliver high exposure to stocks simultaneously
exhibiting a low price-to-book ratio, strong relative performance, and high profitability
through a bottom-up selection approach.
Value/size/profitability (VSP): Deliver high exposure to stocks simultaneously exhibiting
a low price-to-book ratio and low price-to-earnings ratio while overweighting the mid- and
small-capitalization market segments and controlling for profitability through a hybrid
bottom-up/top-down approach.
We employ a number of optimization constraints at each reconstitution to control the level
of active exposure to other factors and limit concentration risk. When constraints are imposed
on active exposures, the cap-weighted eligible universe serves as the benchmark. The specific
constraints are as follows:
• For most strategies, the weight of each stock won’t exceed four times its weight in the
cap-weighted universe. For VSP, the weight of each stock won’t exceed two times its
weight in the cap-weighted universe.
• The weight of each stock won’t exceed 1.2 times the weight of the largest stock in the
eligible universe.
• The nontargeted active factor exposures are bounded within 0.2 standard deviation units.
For those related to the targeted factor exposures, we make the following exceptions to
solve for collinearity:
−

Value: The dividend yield factor is bounded only from below, while the growth factor
is bounded only from above, since these are related to the targeted value factor.

−

Dividend yield: Value and earnings yield factors are bounded only from below, while
the growth factor is bounded only from above, since these are related to the targeted
dividend-yield factor.

−

Low volatility: Beta and residual volatility factors are bounded only from above, since these
are related to forecast volatility.

−

VMP: Dividend yield is bounded only from below, while growth is bounded only from above,
since these are related to the value component of the VMP factor.

−

VSP: Dividend yield is bounded only from below, while growth is bounded only from above,
since these are related to the value component of the VSP factor.

• The weight of each sector and industry are bounded within 5% from the sector and industry
factor exposures of the cap-weighted universe, with the exception of the dividend yield factor,
in which case active exposure to real estate investment trusts can’t exceed 0%.
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We may impose turnover constraints to strike the right balance between the level of exposure
to desired factors exhibited by the model and the level of turnover incurred to attain it. In
instances where we target more than one intended factor, we may impose constraints on
one or more of the targeted factors to ensure that the magnitude of exposure to the targeted
factors relative to each another is as desired.
We reconstitute our models annually or semiannually in order to minimize turnover. However,
the investment committee may vote to reconstitute the models between annual reconstitutions
if necessary. The primary reasons for a midyear reconstruction would be dilution in the level of
exposure to the desired factors or overexposure to non-target factors. Dividend yield strategies
will be rebalanced if the weight of non-dividend-paying securities exceeds 5%, in which case
we remove these securities and reweight the remaining securities.

Strategy implementation and maintenance
The portfolio management team is responsible for implementing our factor strategies.
The team’s main area of focus is to ensure portfolio exposures are properly maintained on a
daily basis in adherence with model portfolios that serve as the targets. Managers optimize
actual portfolios to match the characteristics of the model portfolio, including factor exposures,
sector and industry weights, and country and currency weights. Managers also factor in
transaction costs, client-directed specifications such as ESG restrictions, and liquidity prior to
trading. For taxable clients, the portfolio managers employ tax-management techniques, such
as tax-loss harvesting and gain deferral, to increase after-tax returns.
Parametric’s research and strategy teams maintain the rules behind the strategies, while the
Parametric Investment Strategy team monitors the models. The strategist, in conjunction with
the chief investment officer, leads the development of the investment rules that govern the
models. The strategist may also recommend enhancements to such rules, and the investment
committee votes on all significant proposals. The investment committee is composed of
representatives from our portfolio management and research and strategy teams and led by
the chief investment officer and the head of investment management. In addition to approving
any strategy enhancements, the investment committee meets monthly to monitor active
exposures and ensure the models are aligned with their respective investment theses.
The committee reviews performance and its drivers, realized and predicted tracking error
versus the cap-weighted benchmark, and upcoming corporate action decisions.
Portfolio managers regularly monitor all accounts, which are formally reviewed each month
by the Custom Equity Investment Committee to ensure that performance is within expectations.
The committee further analyzes any accounts not tracking within expected bounds to ensure
that the deviation is due to acceptable circumstances, such as client restrictions.
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Appendix A: Parametric factor definitions
US factor definitions
Dividend yield

100% dividend yield
75% dividend-to-price +
25% analyst-predicted dividend-to-price

Value

75% value
85% book-to-price +
5% sales-to-price +
5% cash-flow-to-price +
5% structural value

Quality

50% profitability
4.4% ROA + 4.4% ROE +
30.4% gross profitability +
30.4% gross margin +
30.4% asset turnover

Momentum

+ 25% earnings yield
5% earnings-to-enterprise value +
45% earnings-to-price +
50% predicted earnings-to-price
+ 25% earnings quality
11.8% accruals (balance-sheet version) +
5.8% accruals (cash-flow statement version) +
11.8% variability in sales +
11.8% variability in earnings +
11.8% variability in cash flows +
47.0% standard deviation of
analyst-predicted earnings per share

+ 25% leverage (-1)
50% market leverage +
20% book leverage +
30% debt-to-assets

100% momentum
100% relative strength

Low volatility

Minimum variance portfolio

VMP

40% value composite
75% value:
85% book-to-price +
5% sales-to-price +
5% cash-flow-to-price +
5% structural value

+ 40% momentum
100% relative strength

+ 20% profitability
4.4% ROA + 4.4% ROE +
30.4% gross profitability +
30.4% gross margin +
30.4% asset turnover

25% earnings yield:
5% earnings-to-enterprise value +
45% earnings-to-price +
50% predicted-earnings-to-price
VMP small

Same as PPA VMP

VSP

40% PPA Value in large-cap universe
with Barra profitability active exposure >=0

+ 30% PPA Value in mid-cap universe
with Barra profitability active exposure >=0

+ 30% PPA Value in small-cap universe
with Barra profitability active exposure >=0

International factor definitions
Dividend yield

100% dividend yield
50% dividend-to-price +
50% analyst-predicted dividend-to-price

Value

75% value
100% book-to-price

Quality

50% profitability
25% ROA +
25% gross profitability +
25% gross margin +
25% asset turnover

Momentum

+ 25% earnings yield
10% cash-earnings-to-price +
20% earnings-to-enterprise-value +
20% earnings-to-price +
50% predicted-earnings-to-price
+ 25% earnings quality
10% accruals (balance-sheet version) +
7.5% accruals (cash-flow statement version) +
7.5% cash-earnings-to-earnings +
5% variability in sales +
18.75% variability in earnings +
15% variability in cash flows +
26.25% standard deviation of analyst-predicted
earnings-to-price

+ 25% leverage (-1)
30% market leverage +
30% book leverage +
40% debt-to-assets

100% momentum
50% relative strength +
50% historical alpha

Low volatility

Minimum variance portfolio

VMP

40% value
100% book-to-price
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Disclosure
Parametric
Portfolio
Associates®
LLC
(“Parametric”), headquartered in Seattle, is
registered as an investment advisor with the US
Securities and Exchange Commission under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Parametric is a
leading global asset management firm, providing
investment strategies and customized exposure
management directly to institutional investors and
indirectly to individual investors through financial
intermediaries. Parametric offers a variety of
rules-based investment strategies, including alphaseeking equity, fixed income, alternative, and options
strategies. Parametric also offers implementation
services, including customized equity, traditional
overlay, and centralized portfolio management.
Parametric is a wholly owned subsidiary of Eaton
Vance Corp. and offers these capabilities through
offices located in Seattle, Boston, Minneapolis, New
York City, and Westport, Connecticut. This material
may not be forwarded or reproduced, in whole or
in part, without the written consent of Parametric.
Parametric and its affiliates are not responsible for
its use by other parties.
This information is intended solely to report on
investment strategies and opportunities identified
by Parametric. Opinions and estimates offered
constitute our judgment and are subject to change
without notice, as are statements of financial
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market trends, which are based on current market
conditions. We believe the information provided
here is reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy
or completeness. This material is not intended as
an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale
of any financial instrument. Past performance
is not indicative of future results. The views and
strategies described may not be suitable for all
investors. Investing entails risks, and there can be
no assurance that Parametric will achieve profits or
avoid incurring losses. Parametric does not provide
legal, tax, or accounting advice or services. Clients
should consult with their own tax or legal advisor
prior to entering into any transaction or strategy
described herein.
Charts, graphs, and other visual presentations
and text information were derived from internal,
proprietary, or service vendor technology sources
or may have been extracted from other firm
databases. As a result, the tabulation of certain
reports may not precisely match other published
data. Data may have originated from various
sources, including, but not limited to, Bloomberg,
S&P, MSCI/Barra, FactSet, or other systems and
programs. Parametric makes no representation or
endorsement concerning the accuracy or propriety
of information received from any other third party.
“MSCI” and MSCI Index names are service marks of
MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”). Neither MSCI nor any other party
involved in or related to compiling, computing, or
creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied
warranties or representations with respect to such
data (or results to be obtained by the use thereof),
and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all

warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness,
merchantability, or fitness for a particular
purpose with respect to any such data. Without
limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI,
any of its affiliates, or any third party involved in or
related to compiling, computing, or creating the data
have any liability for any direct, indirect, special,
punitive, consequential, or any other damages
(including lost profits), even if notified of the
possibility of such damages. No further distribution
or dissemination of the MSCI data is permitted
without MSCI’s express written consent.
S&P Dow Jones Indices are a product of S&P
Dow Jones Indices LLC (“S&P DJI”) and have
been licensed for use. S&P® indexes are registered
trademarks of S&P DJI; Dow Jones® is a registered
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC
(“Dow Jones”); S&P DJI, Dow Jones, and their
respective affiliates do not sponsor, endorse, sell,
or promote Parametric and its strategies, will not
have any liability with respect thereto, and do not
have any liability for any errors, omissions, or
interruptions of the S&P Dow Jones Indices.
All contents ©2020 Parametric Portfolio
Associates® LLC. All rights reserved. Parametric
Portfolio Associates®, Parametric with the triangle
logo, and Custom Core® are trademarks registered
in the US Patent and Trademark Office.
Parametric is located at 800 Fifth Avenue, Suite
2800, Seattle, WA 98104. For more information
regarding Parametric and its investment strategies,
or to request a copy of Parametric’s Form ADV,
please contact us at 206 694 5575 or visit our
website, www.parametricportfolio.com.
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